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FSW Development Experience

Emergent has been developing FSW pushing the boundaries of space 
autonomy based on cFS for NASA, DARPA, and the DoD for the past 
decade. We have multiple FSW components intended to launch this year.
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Software / TRL Function Space Mission Application

CFAS / 8 Autonomous multi-spacecraft GN&C Autonomous absolute and relative navigation for RPO/SDA/ADM/De-
orbit

SAFIR / 8 Multi-spacecraft GN&C fault detection, isolation and recovery Fault management for navigation, propulsion and de-orbit systems as 
well as payload(s)

Cirrus / 5 Space-based, cyber-secure cloud computing, storage, 
networking and sensor management

Payload management, as well as option-based and “massless” 
payload data management, pipelining and processing; bus C&DH and 
payload cybersecurity

DASHER / 5 Flight software autonomy orchestration and framework Manage/orchestrate CFAS, SAFIR, Cirrus, etc. for onboard autonomy

Bus Manager / 8 Commoditized spacecraft bus control Manage the interface with Maxar buses

Payload Manager / 8 Commoditized payload control Manage the interface with RPO payload(s)



FSW Development Challenges

Emergent’s variety of government customers and prime 
contractors deploy their flight software on a variety of Modular 
Open-Source Architecture (MOSA) message-oriented software 
platforms

One customer may deploy different missions on different 
architectures

Emergent’s own flight software is quite portable, but the adaptation 
layers vary based on the suite and MOSA

Writing the ‘glue code’ that adapts the core functionality to different 
platforms is repetitive and prone to error
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Original MOSA Approach: What option is best?

Emergent has been using MOSA architectures since our development on DARPA’s System 
F6. We have focused on development with NASA cFS, but due to new mission needs we 
wanted to evaluate if that was still the best option.

Some options we considered:

1. NASA Core Flight System (cFS)

2. Robot Operating System 2 (ROS2) 

3. Utah State Space Dynamics Laboratory - Space Plug-and-Play Architecture System 
Manager (SSM) 

4. AFRL - ASPIRE (Adaptive,  Scalable,  Portable  Infrastructure  for  Responsive  
Engineering) 

There was no outright winner and our MOSA selection has been driven on a project-by-
project basis.

Our trade study demonstrated significant commonality between considered MOSAs 
• Essentially all application layers with abstraction for message-based communications
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MOSA: cFS
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MOSA: ROS2/ROS-M
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MOSA: ASPIRE
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Multi-MOSA FSW Framework Need

• Emergent’s mission efforts demonstrated customers needed compatibility 
with other MOSAs and proprietary message frameworks
• AFRL is interested in ROS2/ROS-M

• NASA frequently wants cFS

• F’

• ASPIRE

• Custom microservices message bus

• To maximize the probability for Emergent’s FSW applications and decrease the 
non-recurring engineering required for new applications multi-MOSA support 
is required
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Objectives

A generic architecture for flight software applications that 
enables deployment to one of a variety of software platforms1
Specifically, deployment to many message-based 
communication systems2
Well defined, easy to use environment for developing flight 
software3
Rapid development using state of the art development tools, 
software modeling, and code generation technology4
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GEAR Concept

• GEAR is a MOSA Agnostic Framework 
for space applications

• Allows for reuse of application code 
without significant development

• GEAR is intended to meet the needs 
of higher level FSW applications
• Currently not intended to address low-

level applications with real time 
requirements
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Generalized Environment for Application Reuse (GEAR)
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This framework will reduce cost and deployment time for existing 
applications and reduce development time for new ones



Previous FSW Framework
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• For previous FSW applications Emergent has deployed a 
layered architecture
• 3 layers: 

• Service
• adapter

• Application

• The core functionality is in the service layer
• Enables portability for service components

• This architecture supports portability  
• A deriver adapter class is implemented for each MOSA framework
• The adapter is implemented in MOSA specific application code

• Cirrus implemented a different structure as an initial 
prototype of a FSW agonistic framework, but it didn’t 
incorporate the needs of our other FSW components



GEAR Framework
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The GEAR application framework will separate the adapter and application 
implementation to enable a constant set of API call in the adapters and 
applications.

GEAR will reduce NRE for moving applications between MOSAs and enable a 
single core codebase for each application



GEAR Approach
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• GEAR will implement a set of API calls for applications based on a superset 
of the features provided by MOSA middleware
• Application Initialization and Execution

• Message Subscription and Generation

• GEAR APIs will be implemented for simplification or to handle 
incompatibilities 
• Timing

• Logging

• File handling 

• Application Configuration 



Anatomy of a SpaceApp
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GEAR Implementations
Alpha implementations:

• NASA Core Flight System (cFS)
• Emergent’s heritage MOSA FSW framework. Flight 

validated and preferred by NASA

• ZMQ Test System (ZMQ)
• Quick system for development and test

Alpha in progress:

• ROS2/M
• Significant investment from DoD users and leverages 

ROS2 development community

Planned Implementations:

• ASCENT
• Embeds the FSW into Emergent’s M&S framework 

allowing for simple scalable faster than real time testing
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GEAR Implementation Example
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Key GEAR Use Cases

• Interactions with the Developer
• Deploy SpaceApps
• Start a Deployment

• Run a SpaceApp

• Interactions with the SpaceApp
• SpaceApp Subscribes to a Topic
• GEAR Transmits a SpaceApp

Message
• SpaceApp Checks for Messages
• SpaceApp Unsubscribes from a 

Topic
• SpaceApp Reads/Writes a File
• SpaceApp Requests the Current 

Time

GEAR provides applications consistent mechanisms for doing the same thing on different software platforms
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Telemetry Generation

• One key feature of GEAR is automatic telemetry management to handle:
• FSW Messages

• Payload interactions

• Ground system definitions

• ICDs

• GEAR achieves this using two Emergent products:
• FRCTL is a framework for encapsulating code generation logic into reusable modules that can be 

shared between projects. FRCTL provides an API for converting source code into syntax trees, 
operating on those syntax trees, and “rendering” the syntax trees back into usable source code.

• YETI is a software product that leverages the FRCTL API to tie together an entire space mission 
development workflow, from initial MBSE to interface definitions, flight software configuration, 
sim configuration, and other TBD components.
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FRCTL workflow
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YETI Workflow

• The following steps are encapsulated in "yeti.py" and can be integrated into 
Cmake via a custom Cmake command.
• Step 1: Automatically import all project ICD or telemetry header files into YETI using the 

FRCTL API

• Step 2: Generate respective YAML syntax trees for each input header file. A project can 
either use these YAML files as the new "canonical" message definitions, or can keep 
using the original header files. YETI can re-import C++ into YAML every time a 
modification is made to the original header files.

• Step 3: Process YAML syntax trees using FRCTL API to generate middleware bindings, 
ICDs, static allocation tables, message buffers, app boilerplate, etc.
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Example of a SpaceApp
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Example of a SpaceApp
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Example of a SpaceApp

Developers focus on new flight technology instead of worrying about about glue
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GEAR Development Tools
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Docker-based SDK
• Enable native editing

• Visual studio code

• PyCharm/CLion

• Atom

• Container based compellation
• Preconfigured tools and toolchains

• Cross platform

• Rapid deployment

• Configuration managed with Docker 
Compose



Conclusions

• All Emergent flight software products are migrating to GEAR
• CFAS, Cirrus, SAFIR, DASHER
• This will provide a modular portable FSW suite with significant capabilities

• GEAR will provide significant advantages:
• Reusable

• CFAS and Cirrus adaptation layers did not seriously intend for reuse

• Code Generation
• YETI generates code including:

• Message structures

• Message conversion (serialization and deserialization)

• Reduced Learning Curve
• Common FSW framework for developers
• Straight forward interfaces intended for new users and reuse
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Emergent FSW Software Goal
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